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Part 1. History of the Problem Auon>r Philosophers. How does 

a material entity and a spiritual unity co-operate to

• c t ?

Ancient Jreek Philosophy was concerned primarllly with 

external nature, and it is for the most part naturalistic 

(the view that all facts have only natural causes and natural 

ai nlficance) and hylozastic (the opinion that all thin ;a are 

in some de ree alive). The philosophers of this period had 

two problems: 1 . that of substance; 2. that of chan e. 

Philosophers of the ^ilesian school; Thasles, Anaximander, 

Anaximenes, and the Pythagorians de- 1 almost exclusively with 

these problems. Heraclitus bas&s hi« psychology on his theory 

of the universe holding that the controlling element in man 

is the soul (fire), and man must subordinate hi iself to r* 

"universal reason"* Whatever passion desires to get it buys 

at the cost of the soul.

The Slatic school of Parmenides, being idealistic, and 

ienylng all change,calls the sense world Illusion, stating, 

that reason is the criterion of truth. Parmenides tells us 

that our reason shows the world as a unity, unchan able and 

i movable, but sense perception reveals a world of plurality 

and change* How it is possible to perceive such a world he 

does not tell us.

Empedocles says man is composed of these elements. He 

ascribes ipsychlc life to all things and maintains transmigra

tion of the human soul.

Anaxarras ascribes souls to organic bodies In order to
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explain their motion. He calls the mind, which initiated the 

motion, the nous, which has power over the matter, and as a 

result his position is one of vo rue dualism. He Involves the 

nind only when a mechanical explanation fails.

Democritus and the Atomlsts agree with the Eleatlcs 

saying that absolute change is impossible. He claims that 

certain organs of the body are the seats of particular mental 

functions which results in the crude beginnings of physio- 

so-leal psychology on a materialistic basis. 3ense perception 

is explained as a change produced in the soul by the action 

of images resembling the perceived object. Sreek Atomists 

anticipated the distinction between primary and secondary 

qualities encountered in modern philosophy. This distinction 

was held by Sant (1724-1804). He claims that a primary 

quality is In the object exactly the same way as it appears 

in the mind, Primary qualities then are associated with 

quantity, extension, figure, position, number and motion.

For Kant, a secondary quality is any physical property In the 

object using sensation that differs from the conditions of 

that property in the object Itself, Secondary qualities are 

associated with color, odor, sound and taste.

The period of the Sophists and Socrates devotes its 

attention almost exclusively to the problems of mar;,tc -human 

knowledge and conduct, Socrates and the Socratic school used 

a practical rather than a speculative approach.

Plato (437-347 B.C.) has the first complete system of 

philosophy. His theory of knowledge is of special Interest 

to us.
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He 3ays that the senses jive only appearances to us but not 

-enuine knowledge. In sensation and opinion the soul is 

dependent on the body, but the soul in relation to the worid 

of ideas is pure reason, and therefore the soul must free 

itself from the hindrance of the body. Ideas for him have 

real objective exlstance as sensation prevails in the appre

hension of them but does not produce these Ideas because the 

soul Mreme.nbersM them from some "preexlstance". Plato “Ives 

a tri-parte division of the soul: . The rational faculty 

(corresponding closely to the term desire in modern psychol-

o y), this ie a form of faculty psycholoy* Plato's separa-
» <r

tion of faculties is not so extreme as to preclude their 

interplay and co-operation* The soul may be pulled in opposing 

directions by these faculties as when reason restrains thirst 

when only poison is obtainable, or the spirited faculty re

bels arainst morbid bodily appetites. The spirited faculty 

is often the ally of reason in the control of the appetite, 

and natural desires may be in conformity with reason as In 

moderate desire for food and drink.

Aristotle (384-322). Man, for Aristotle, is a micro

cosm distinguished from all other being* by the possession 

of reason* For him sense perception Is a change produced 

in the soul by things perceived through the mediation of the 

sense organs. Aristotle's general distinction between form 

and matter in the mental world requires him to distinguish 

between the formal and the material phases of reason. Soul 

and body although distinct are one substance. The soul,
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which is the principle of all vital phenomena is one, however, 

we distinguish several faculties In it. These faculties are 

not parts of the soul but are different phases of it, and 

these faculties (phases) of the soul are: 1 . nutritive;

2 . locomotive} 3. appetitive; 4. sensatlve; 5« rational.

Post Aristotelian philosophy deals mainly with the 

ethical aspect of man which is not of primary importance here. 

Aristotelian philosophy remained almost in tact up until the 

first century B.C. From the time of Christ up until the 

sixth century Pythogorean and Platonic philosophies caused a 

distortion of Aristotelian philosophy so that for the most 

part it can not be recognised as his.

The Stoics returned to the purely materialistic outlook 

on man. The soul Is material and in no way free in that it 

is a part of the divine and determined by it. The Epicurians 

offer a more pronounced sensisa than the Stoics, in that 

their standard of truth is one of pleasure and pain. They 

also held an atomistic theory of the soul and offer practi

cally no paycholo -y to us.

The Skeptics, Pyrrho being the chief exponent, offer 

little psychology and tend to universal disbelief or skepti

cism. In summery, n say that these men, the Spicuri ns, 

Stoics, and Skeptics were more interested in using philosophy 

as a refuge from the problems of their times rather than a 

sound system of reasonable truths.

Greco - Jewish philosophy is an attempt to harmonise the 

sacred books of the Hebrews with Greek Philosophy, It made no 

important contributions to the field here discussed.
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The Pre-ochol a Lie ph ae of philosophy, is primarily 

theo-ceritrlc, thet is concerned primarily with the relations 

between 3od and man. This phase of philosophy may be called 

theocentrxc also for the reason that many of the philosophers 

were en -ed in protecting and demonstrating the truth with 

philosophical arguments.

Auctlne does not define clearly the distinctions be

tween Theology and Philosophy* For him the soul is simple, 

spiritual and immaterial, and man is a rational animal, the 

soul and bo^y of man together forming one substance. The 

soul Ives being and species to the body, it acts on the 

body, tfhe body, however, has no independent power of acting 

of the soul? whatever power the body has is conferred on it 

by the b o u I  itself. A ustine shows.the powers of the soul thus: (1)

faculties of
Sense S .fell 

Taete
'Sense
Knowledge Senbus Communis

Ima lnr>tion
The Soul Internal Senses

'Sensuous Memory

Faculties of The 
Soul as Spirit

will
(Intellectual Appetite)

Intellectual 
 ̂ .emory

itelliarence

Estimative

Discursive

ntuitlve

(1) William Turner, op. Cit., p. 2
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St. Asrustlne stresses the importance of the will, bee use
. . fW  I

the will, a» he expresses it,, it the faculty that moves 

the intellect to act.

The psychology of St. Thomas will be the principle 

source of argument.? «lon agalast our opponents, for he is 

the primary, and principal exponent of Scholastics philosophy.

Vie shell, however, include here a brief revlev of hi3
, i *

peycholo y to demonstrate his influence on latter thou ht.

Man is ooth pure spirit ani matter, the soul is an Immaterial 

subBistent form of the body, it is organ} , .ative and 

intelli ent. The soul possesses three different capacities 

or funtlonst the moving function, the sensatlve function, 

a:' the intellectual function. Intelligence and free will 

constitute the essence of the human soul and differentiate 

it fro™ other souls. While united intimately with an or

ganic body, its Intellectual function is hyperorgarde.

That is, the intellect is Intrinsically independent of the 

body and only extrinsically dependent on it. In oiker words, 

the human beln;* is a union of mind and body, intimately con

nected but not so bound to ether as to exclude any inter

action. The Intelli ent soul can, therefore, exercise its 

functions without a body. The individual soul in all of its 

parts" regains after death.

Scholastic philosophy began to decline during the latter 

half of the fourteenth century due to the lack of serious 

study and the rise of opposing systems. Later:the Renaissance 

gave rise to many philosophical theories attempting to dis

credit scholastic philosophy. The Reformation, or better the
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the Protestant Revolt, In the sixteenth century attacked the 

philosophy of the Schoolmen, for it was an ally to the very 

Catholic dogmas which the so called reformers were try!nr to 

overthrow.

The Renaissance, accompanied by a renewed Interest in 

the oXftseic£,particularly Greek, gave rise to a reenph&sift on 

.aan, and to humanism and to hoaocentric philosophy. Many 

systems arose which professed skepticism, evolution, 

Machiavellian politics and natural religion. Thomism was 

•enerally disregarded outside the Catholic Church, however, 

when Protestantism felt a need to rationalise her faith she 

turned somewhat to Scholasticism,

Francis 3acon (1561-1626) holds that;

Human philosophy studies body and soul in their re
lations. Amon r its topics are the miseries of the 
perogatlves of excellence of the human race, physiog
nomy, and the interpertation of natural dreams, the 
effect of the body states on the mind, e. ., in me - 
ness or insanity, the influence of mind on body, the 
proper seat and habitation of each faculty of the 
mind in the body and its organs, and also medicine, 
atheletic and voluptuary. Bacon includes in human 
science all knowledge of man as a phycho-physlcal 
individual; his is a comprehensive philosophical 
anthropology. (2 )

Bacon's scientific humanism, althou h far removed from the

classical humanism of Renaissance philosophers, was

destined to reappear In the theories of such men a3 John

Dewey,

Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) -jives a materialistic inter

pretation of the mind* Mind is a motion In the brain and

(2) Prank Thilly, op. Clt., p. 290.
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Imp -es or Ideas are motions In the brain or heartj i.e., 

motions of a material substance. His materialism, however, 

is modified when he says that states of consciousness ?*re no 

Ion er motions but effects of motions, this is called in 

modern term, eplphenomenallsm (the opinion that an attendant 

phenomenon appearin - with something else and referred to 

that as its cause). Man also has a motive power by which 

the mind gives animal motions to its body. He uses the 

pleasure - pain theory of good and evil and states that 

there is no such thing as absolute goodness because goodness 

is always relative to the individual man. A man is free to 

act but not always free to will, a man cannot say 1 can 

will if I will.

Rene Descartes (1596-1650) although educated in Sc" olastic 

philosophy, emphasized the practical character of philosophy. 

For him mind 1b diametrically opposed to the body, the body 

attribute is extension, it is passive while the mind attri

bute is thinking and it is active and free. The two sub

stances are absolutely distance because no body can think 

and the mind is absolutely without extension. Imagination 

and perception are distinct from myself as modes of things. 

Descartes' extreme dualism follows from the fact that he 

left nature free for the mechanical explanations of natural 

science. The human body, he holds,is a machine, the moving 

principle of the body is heat in the heart; the organs of 

sensation are the nerves. It Is not necessary that man have 

a sensatlve soul or any vital principle of motion other than
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blood aad "animal spirits”. Since mind and body exclude each

other there can be no interaction between them* mind cannot

cause change In the body nor can the body cause change in the

mind. Descartes, however, recognizing some facts which point

to an intimate union of mind and body In man, is not con-

eistant with his premises* Descartes docs not make clear just

how this Intimate union is to be explained.

He seems to adopt the position that the relation 
between mind and body is not such that a physical 
state becomes, produces, or causes a mental state, 
or visa versa, but rather that the mind is simply 
troubled by organic processes, (3)

His obscurity and confusion on this point are due to his de

sire to explain the body functions on a purely mechanical 

basis but still leave place for the aetion of a spiritual 

principle.

Prom Descartes' fundamental misconception of the relation 

of mind and body followed the misunderstanding which prevails 

in modern psycholo y, that is, between those who believe in 

the spirituality of the soul and those who insist on the 

value of experimental methods in the study of psychic phenomena* 

Thus a i^reat problem of modern psychology arises - the eo- 

relation between psychic phenomena and physlolo deal processes.

Toward the end of the seventeenth century almost all 

French writers of note tended toward Cartesian!sm. Bossuet 

(1627-1704) and Fenelon (1651-1715) while presenting the tra

ditional philosophy of St. A^ustlne and St. Thomas Included

(3) Frank Thllly, Op. Clt., p. 311.
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in it unmistakable marks of the influence of the techniques 

of Descartes. Pascal (1626-1662) while including Carteslan- 

lsm in his condemnation of all purely rational philosophy, 

shows in his own doctrines a development of the ideas con

tained terminally in the philosophy of Descartes, isaiebranche 

(1638-1715) rave Descartes philosophy a more complete and 

definite form, he brought into view the elements of occa

sionalism and ontologlsm hidden in it.

enedlct Spinoza (1632-1677)* under the spell of Car- 

teslanism, builds his philosophy on its principles. However, 

he departs from Cartesionlsm dualism in that he holds that 

there is but one substance or principle, upon which depends 

all processes physical and mental. The mind exists as a 

complex mode consisting of thought, feelings and volitions, 

and these states of the mind are not effects of the body or — 

bodily processes; mind and body in no way influence one 

another, there is no interaction between them. The functions 

of the mind and body while originating from a single principle 

are parallels, they are but processes of the s«m© thing ex

pressed in different ways.

Johr> Locke (1632-1704) is styled as the successor of 

Bacon and Hobbes but Descartes Influenced hi.a even more both 

directly and Indirectly. For him, mind and body are real and 

interact. His general position Is that mental processes can

not be the bare action of matter, that there can be no sensa

tion without an 1 material source, and that there Is in man a 

spiritual being of some sort. He is not clear, however, as to

j ,
; ‘ j , : _ % ,r. . v; * ^' h-

W. . * ' ; i ? i '■
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whs-.her this being is really spiritual or irterlal* His 

theory then, in fact, is dualistlc in the sense that there

are two substances, mind and body, but he tends definitely
i

^o a material explanation whenever and wherever possible.

The idealistic movement, represented by Leibniz, end 

Berkely, was an attempt to remove the antithesis between 

mind and body, by reducing master to mind. Leibniz attempted 

to harmonize all the ystems of his predecessors, this 

attempt obviously could result In nothing but a confused 

idealism. Berkely solved his problem by saying that if all 

Is spirit then there can be no matter and therefore, no inter

action between them.

Immanual Kant (1724-1804). Kant*philosophy is o e of 

criticism and voluntarism. He refused to accept any theory 

(no matter how strongly supported) without criticism, and he 

maintains that the will is superior to the intellect (appeal

ing 10 moral consciousness to prove the truths which reason 

can not demonstrate), /

Kant was a reaction to the strict empiricism of Hume, he 

sou -ht to again lve place to Religious and aoral doctrines 

which were disregarded by Empiricism.

To explain how we obtain and Increase our knowled e,

Kant postulates his categories based on the different kinds 

of relations which exist between subject and predicate.

There are twelve such categories. These categories or a- 

priori forms are neither subjective dispositions nor are they 

ideas; they are the eapty forms of intellectual knowledge.



The function of these cat* orles ie to synthesize the manifold
r r ,J 1 ■

of ex . X*"•: % thei. postul- t t! •

or time aa media betwee; thee-prlori form and the tr

of experi*nee. We have the annifold representations of sense*

lapresi.lonj then the application of the forae of apse© an<!
_ JVV ‘ * ’ '■ '

time resulting in ser.se*intuitlon; next, the aohe-xa and last

of all the a-prlori . ove all there la f  \ ty of sen*

selousna s.

-he value of the cate orles is that they ret : ?r synthe

tic a ** priori jud ?ea*nt* po#*ible and thua
*?■ V ' S®} ?k‘Jv>V : ,

knowled •* possible, althou h the o*t« cries are a priori{In* 

dependent of sensation), they do not extend our knowledge beyond
,

phenomena, they do not lead u® to a nauaonsl inowle.. e of thrt 

which Is iven in aensr-tion*

his peycholo y on his theory of Xnowledre, Kant
u-;--spw* ■

rejects the rational psychology which attributes identity,

substantially, immateriality and lanaortallty to the eotil, Sant
i

does not deny the unity, substantiality, etc* of the soul, but
- l & i v -

.v ys their proof re*%* on m b ^! moral oon*elousn**»* Kant's

doctrine of moral law Is outstanding In his philosophy; for his,
■ .v 'V • . f e  !# viSm ' ■ \ ■Ww^/

it is not based on pleasure, it Is autonomous and iaip-crative,

lent bases several conclusions on the existence of the moral
■ njfi

lnw e the freedom of the will#' the Ojcistar.ce of 0o6 9 th** 

immortality of the soul, He proposes that natural rel! ion 

Is suffleer t f or >.a; .

Prom this examination of the theory of knowledge and the 

3-aychclOTy of Sant, it can be said that he affirmed at least
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implicitly the interaction of mind and body, although It is 

not clear If he ^ives real existence to the body.

Jeorge Wilhelm He el (1770-1831) offers idealism In the 

strict sens® of' the term. Mind as he puts It, is the moot 

complete develope ient of the Absolute. His position in re

lation to Interaction of mind and body may be summed up in 

his statement "The rational alone Is real*',

Johann Friedrich Herbart (1776-1841) in his realistic 

conception of Philosophy conceives the soul as a simple real 

esse ce, one of the "Realm**. There are not, therefore, 

severe1 faculties of the soul but one faculty, that of self- 

preoervation, The soul is related to the body, which is an 

a - re - te of reals, and the seat of the soul is in the brain. 

All souls are essentially alike; the differences in souls and 

in their developement are due to external conditions, such as 

the organization of the body etc, Herbart attempted to re

duce psychic life to a mechanism governed by the same laws as 

physics.

Herbert Spencer (1820-1903) states that psycholo y in

vestigates only Internal phenomena as such, he leaves ex

ternal phenomena to physics and the connection and relation 

between them to physiology* His stand on interaction then 

implies a materialistic concept of the mind. From Spencer 

and the other materialists both before and after him, we can 

see why aodern psychology tends to a purely materialistic out

look on man,

Henri Bergson (1859-1941) holds that the findings of

i f f  '.IT ■; * t' . \ v , !
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psychology fortify the findings of biology and that the me

chanistic theories of mind have failed to prove that the 

psychic is conditioned by the physical. Neither the matter 

constituting the world nor the consciousness which utilizes 

this mattor can be explained by Itself; there Is a common 

source of both this matter and this consciousness.

Modern psychology since it disclaims the mind as a sub- 

stance also disclaims the soul as a substance. This fallacy 

followed from Decartes * claim that mind and matter are not 

conjoined in a substantial union* The results of Decartes1 

proposition were two: Those who treated the mind isolated 

from master called Extreme Idealists and those who treated 

the matter isolated from the mind called Extreme Materialists, 

Since human nature is drawn more easily to the tangibilities 

of matter than to the intangibilities of mind, modern psy

chology resulted in the Extreme Materialistic vein* The 

reat leaders of this materialism In psycholory, Hum# and 

Talne,maintained mind is nothing more than a series of con

scious acts, A3sociational psycholo y came into being de

fended by James Mill, Spencer, and Janes. Functional!sa in 

the theory of Dewey Is simply a dlsmlsed and associor.' 11s- 

tic doctrine or better a disguised phenomenalism. 'Watson, 

at first followed Dewey, but later founded behavioristic 

psychology, substituting behavior for consciousness.

We have attempted to show in this brief survey the 

different outlooks on the problem of interaction between 

mind and matter. This Is Important because our opponents



attempt to leave out Interaction between mind and matter by 

denying- the spirituality of the soul (the principal of the 

nilnds operations) and basing their psycholojles on a purely 

materallatlc basis. We hold that this explanation cannot 

be g true one and we shall attempt to prove that only from 

a psychology based on a true concept of man (a material and 

spiritual unity) can a true psycholo y result, ^
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Port 2* Definition of Ter s.

A. The Soul and its Faculties

We shall be in with dictionary definitions.

The soul, 1. in general, the ultimate intrinsic 
principle of life; the vital principle of a living 
substance; the substantial form of a llvln bo y ; 
the first act of a physical (organic) body having 
life potentially. 2. specifically, the human 
soul. The intrinsic ultimate principle of human 
conscious life or of man*a knowing and willing. (1 )

There are two ways of looking at the soul of man: 

Entltatively as the for® of the body; and operationally, as 

the root of his powers. As the form of hie body, man’s soul 

is part of his essence. As the root of his powers, man*s 

soul is the ultl.ii - te principle by which he lives, senses and 

thlnrs.

Human powers are divided Into two classess those belong

ing to the body and soul together,C"lled psychosomatic 

those belonging to the soul alone celled psychic. Psychic 

powers -re identical with mind, and minds, by extension, are 

identical with the soul. Man is thus a hylomorphic creature 

made up of matter n d fora. Each is necessary to his essence. 

As parts of his essence each Is incomplete without the other, 

and neither is a complete substance. The soul of man then is 

the substantial form of matter and thus demands a material 

substrate as a co-efficient of its very being. This Informed 

matter is the substance we call man.

Further, the soul of man is the Immediate subject of his 

rational powers. Thinking de-sands both a. power that thinks and 

a substance in which that power to think is rotted* Thinking

(1) Bernard Wuellner, op. clt., P. 116-7
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1s thus an act proper to the soul alone, since the soul alone 

is the ultira- te prl ciple of such operations. As a basis of 

rational processes, the soul of man must be s substance. What 

Is said of the soul of man mist be true of his mind since his 

mind is operationally indentified with the essence of his 

Intellectual soul.

Aquinas' proof of the incorporeallty and subsistent 

character of man*s soul rests mainly on an analysis of its 

cognstivs operations. The highest power of the mind (soul) 

is Its power to understand the determinate nature of all cor

poreal substances. It, therefore, ca not be a corporeal 

(material) substance itself. The mind of man does not and 

in fact cannot function by a body organ because the fixed and 

determinate nature of the organ would prevent It from knowing 

all boiles. It is correct to say, then, that the nlnd shows 

an objective dependence on sense (since the data of sense 

furnish the objects of intellection) but in the subjective 

order (in the acts of abstracting and understanding) the 

Intellect of man is completely devoid of matter and the appen- 

d cs of matter. Thus the mind is Immaterial In its intel

lectual operations and, therefore, immaterial in its intel

lectual nature, (as a thing acts so it is).

Further proof for the immaterial nature of man*a soul 

Is the fact that being as such is the adequate object of the 

mind. The proper object of human understanding belongs to 

man as such, but its adequate object is common to all intel

lectual agents. Every thought of mind can, therefore, be
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reduced to the concept of being* The mind is able to appre

hend all the various kinds of being in one single notion of 

eln~, precisely because it can abstract from the concrete- 

neas of this or that particular being. It is, therefore, 

evident that the principle of man's intellection, which is 

the soul, Is an immaterial substance.

From the fact of the soul's incorporeal nature, we can 

infer its simplicity. The 3oul is simple because it is aaade 

up of no parts, as a corporeal substance is made up of matter 

and form. Secondly, it is not made up of qualitative parts in 

the maner that matter is made up of continuous units (parts 

outaide of parts). The first conclusion is evident from the 

fact that the soul of man is a form, the form of matter in 

conjunction with which it forms the composite substance of 

man. The second conclusion is evident from the Incorporeal 

nature of the soul, evident from empirical analysis* Intro

spection shows that a thought has no extended parts dwelling 

materially In space. Concludin g we Svay that the soul does 

not and cannot have matter, for it does not have matter and 

fora but it Is. the form of the matter. Ideas are indivisible 

and have no material parts so the mind which produces them 

must itself be simple.

How since the soul is immaterial it cannot be conjoined 

to matter in a material way and, therefore, the soul cannot 

be the mind when considered only as the material brain. The 

soul is present in the body definitively, being limited by 

matter only in the exercise of its faculties. For, while It
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has no parts outelce of prrts it does have powers outside of 

powers which are exercised within definite areas* Since the 

soul to the form of the body it is present everywhere through* 

out the organism. The whole of the soul is present in every 

part of the body. The soul of man dcee not, however, exercise 

its powers everywhere since cert&ln of those powers are de- 
? <
pendent on material structures and operate only in and through 

such structures (e;. the power of sight operating through the 

eye, a material structure)*

From the above facts, we must conlude further that the 

soul, since It is ismaterlol by nature, cannot come from a 

mi fcerlal source as the body does# the soul c. part

of some other spiritual substance for spiriturl beings have 

no p^rts. fle, therefore, must conclude that the human soul 
|

exists oj a seed 1 act of creation.

The position of Aquinas on the immortality of the human 

soul this: being opposed to any form of materialism and to 

the doctrine of impersonal survival, he holds that the soul 

of man by nature Is Incapable of dlstruction# Further he 

holds that its survival is not conditioned by its activities 

on earth; that since it is an individual form, it must con* 

tinue to exist as such, Aquinas offers two proofs for his 

position: 1. Metaphysical; based on the intrinsic nature 

and the extrinsic cause of the human form with respect to 

Its Intrinsic nature; first of all the soul of man cannot be 

a body as we have already shown, it can, therefore, have no 

part3 to wear out or fall apart. Secondly the soul is not
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dependent on o body, demonstrated from the fr.ct that his 

intellectual acts, though objectively in need of the products 

of the senses, are nevertheless subjectively free of matter 

and its contingencies. It follows, therefore, that if the 

mind does not need a body to think (absolutely), it does not 

need a body to exist. With regard to its extrinsic cause 

the human soul is by nature incorruptable (providing, of 

course, the creator’s supporting power). 3od, by his absolute 

power could annihil te the soul in view of His supreme dominion 

over all creatures, but He would have to chan re the nature 

o* the soul to do so,

2. The psychological proof for the survival of the human 

soul rests on the principle that we judge the nature of a 

thing aocordie to the end for which it acts. These ends are 

two in man, first the natural desire of the intellect to know 

uni- , ' second; the natural : is will to

be united to the universal *ood«

B* The Body and its Facult1

"The body, Philosophy of nature. An individual material 

thing;; a real material unit. Specifically, the human body," (2) 

fhe body of aan is* as we have mentioned, an Inc te 

substance. The body is the material substrate which Is in- 

formed by the soul. The ter® body used in conjunction with 

the term soul always refers to first matter. The human soul 

confers on first ma ter all the perfections we see in this

(2) Bernard Wuellner, op. cit., p. 15*
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hi'hly organizes and most complex matter called the hus^an 

body. The soul united directly an- 1 jell: tely to first 

natter la Its co-principle in the constitution of man. The 

body or corporeal substance is, strictly Speaking, something 

that hr.'s already been perfected by union with its substantial 

>rm. Therefore# it should be said that the constitutive 

principles of man’s essence are matter and rational soul.

The union of body and soul is a design of nature and thus 

art’s Intellect Is to be conditioned by the operations of 

his sense*. The body of V cea him in contact with the

universe of physical dimensions, with matter and Its tan able 

prop tl . The body la, therefore, a necessary Instrument 

of knowled e. Accordingly, nature has ordained that the 

human soul should receive Its rational perfection from the 

body to which it le conjoined. Otherwise of what use would 

the body be to man? atom's senses have their roots in matter 

as well as in spirit, they function in a material medium and 

upon material ol ’ects but their principle of operation ulti- 

/ is the

The following diagram (3) ;lves us a total picture 

man1 a powers, baaed on.the Thomestic principles of classifi

cation We must keep In mind that its basic ordering of 

powers la based on the principle that a power is more perfect 

in proportion as its acts are leas restricted by the contin

gencies of matter* Secondly, the object placed opposite the 

pover in the diagram is the proper object of the power, the 

object to which that power Is primarily ordained.
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!‘HE PG’-iSRS OF MAK (AFTER AQUIKAS) (3)

Driers ...... ( S e n d e r s ...... ...SDecies.. ..... Acts Ob.lects

Veretatlve vegetative

nutritive pover nutrition body to be 
nouri shed

augmentative 
power ........ .....

growth body to be 
developed

reproductive reproduction body to be 
reproduced

Sens! tlve

cognitive

somesthetic 
sense.............

somesthesio somesthetic 
nullities of

;V r  I' 

olfactory sense smelling

bodies

odors of bodies

n-ustatory sense tasting savors of bodies

auditory sense hearing sounds o f W i e s

visual sense seeing colors of bodies

common sense perceiving body qualities 
actually present

imaffinal power imagining body cut-11 ties 
absent

memorial
p o w e r  ........... .......... ............

remembering body qualities 
p a s  t

estimative or 
cagl tativa p o w e r

estimating or 
cogitating

body qualities

appetitive

concupiaclble
appetite

love; hatred; 
desire; disgust; 
Joy; sorrow

body goods and 
body evils

irascible appetite hope; despair; 
courap-e;  f e a r ; 

rage........

difficult body 
goods and diffi
cult bodv evils

power of loco-
.motion......

movements of 
.0 . 7 ...

body to be s p a -  

tiallv dlsolaced

Rational

cognitive R f i ? e n t .  i n t e l l e c t a b s t r a c t i n g body essences po
tentially under- 

......................

body essences ac 
tually under
standable

possible intellect understanding

will volition body sjoods un- 
erstood as de

sirable
(3) R. "E. Brennan, "o.p., op. clt. "p. 248*
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P ar t 3. Opp orient s

Brief biographical outline showing the influence on our 

opponents; Freud, Jung and Adler*

A. Sigmund Freud was born in Maravia In Czechoslovakia 

on May 6, 1856. When Freud was four years old the family moved 

to Vienna which Freud was later to make the capital of psycho

analysis, A book on nature by Goethe (a philosopher and poet) 

Inspired Freud to study medicine, but after his studies, he gave 

up the medical practice to do clinical research in neurolory*

Freud studied with Joseph Breuer, who introduced Freud to the use 

of hypnotism as a technique for probing the unconscious in hysteria 

cases. The hypnotic Bug estion was also utilized to relieve the 

patient of repression. Freud, at 26, was in Paris studying 

hysteria and hypnosis under Jean-Marie Charcot, one of the greatest 

neurologists of the century. He also studied with Bernheim* the 

founder of a new school of neurology at Nancy*

Perhaps the greatest influence on Freud was Breuer*

Fro i Breuer*s techniques in dealing with hysteria, Freud evolved, 

his therapy of "free associaton” which was to becoiae so Important 

in his whole system. By free association, the mental patient is 

urged to disclose all his thoughts and images as they come to raind 

so that the analyst can piece together a picture of forgotten ex

periences which are causing the mental disorder.

Freud and Breuer parted due to their disagreement upon 

the role which sexuality plays in the formation of neurosis.

Freud, however, always retained great admiration for his old 

teacher and gives him full credit for the help he gave to him.
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In 1890, Freud published the results of his first 

experiments with his new method now known ae Psychoanalysis.

In this same year, he gave up entirely the practice of hypno

tism in favor of free association as a method of recall. The 

fanciful and mystical character of hypnotism also repelled 

hiu as it did Jung. By 1895* the Psychoanalytic system of 

treatment and Investigation was well developed and widely 

used, ana within the next decade a whole school of Psychoan

alysis had grown up with its center at Vienna.

In 1908, ,the first of a series of meeting on 

Psychoanalysis was held. Here the various members of the 

school discussed cases, methods, etc. Here also the school 

bec-an to split up Into various factions* Freud lectured 

throu ghout Europe and in America. His death came in 1939. 

Important works of Freud ares Introductory Lectures on

Psychoanalysis, Che Interpretations of Greens, and Three
• t . >

Contributions to t.he rheor.Y of Sex.

Freud proposed. Psychoanalysis not only as a method 

of discovery, prevention and cure of mental disorder, but he

later developed it into a philosophy of life. (1 )
\

Among the principal philosophical Influences on 

Freud, as we mentioned above, la Rene Decartes. Decartes is 

mainly responsible for starting the body-mlnd problem in 

modern psychology.

(1) Smith, V. S., op. cit. P. 162-3



Freud answered the problem by rejecting Cartesian, dualism, 

and settled on extreme materialism, Freud also drew fromI, »

Herbert many of his terms such as "mechanism of repression*.

So we see, Freud did not consciously draw on any 

one philosopher or system of Philosophy, but was Influenced 

by the ceneral philosophy of his day and age. The philosophy 

of Rationalism of the 18th century, "Age of Reason”, and the
•I

so called Enlightenment” and its results in the 19th century 

Influenced him to a great extent* This fact is obvious from 

his treatment of such things aa: free will, the existence 

and spirituality of the soul, God, and many other concepts,

B* Carl G. Jung was born on July 26, 1875 in 

Kesswil, Switzerland, He graduated at Basel and in 1900, 

be an his career as psychiatrist as an assistant in the mental 

hospital and psychiatric clinic of the University of Zurich, 

where he became senior staff physician In 1909* Meanwhile, 

in 1902, he studied under Pierre Janet at the Salpetrlere in 

Paris, gaining knowledge of theoretical psychopathology, and 

later worked under the direction of E, Bleuler; as a result 

of these researches, he published a series of papers, among 

which was ore concerning the new test method, the association 

experiment, which made him widely known.

Jung sought a starting point, and from his earlier 

studies ir philosophy, it occurred to him that Schopenhauer's 

conception of the will might give him this starting point.

In Schopenhauer, Jung was a definite conception of uncon-

27



seious elements in human personality, of drives and desires 

exerting forces "beyond the control of rationality". Jung 

f elt that Schopenhauer held the clue to the problem or at 

least the means to solve the problem, Jung could not, how

ever, accept his conception, that the will was purely not- 

rational, or completely without meaning.

The next principle influence on Jung was Edward 

van Hartmann, whose vork Philosophy of the Unconscious was 

popular at the time. Jung believed that Hartmann's idea of 

the will was more accurate than Schopenhauer's, and incor

porated it into his system. He was also influenced by 

J. J. Baehofen for his approach and method in treating sym

bolical material In relation to dreams.

Jung met Freud in 1907, and from then on, became 

occupied more intensively with the ideas of Psychoanalysis. 

However, Jung did not agree completely with Freud and cri

ticized Freud's theories In his book The Psychology of the 

Unconscious, published in 1912. This was the beginning of 

the eventual departure of Jung from Freudian circles.

After his break with Freud's psychoanalytic school 

Jung colled his own theories Analytical Psychology and later 

Complex Psychology, We will see the points of difference 

between Freud and Jung later. Richard Wilhelm worked with 

Jung when he began his research on the philosophic and re

ligious symbolism of the Far East. In later year*, from his 

co-operation with Heinrich Zimmer, and with Karl Kerer.yi, he 

produced and edited works In this field.



One of the most important influences on Jung's thought 

kr3 Friedrich Nietzsche, who in fact, influenced the whole 

or in and growth of Psychoanalysis, M e t z c h o’s insanity re

minded Jun.̂ : of the first case he had handled as a psychiatrist, 

and started him on his research into the causes, cures, etc. 

of Insanity*

Jung, like Freud lectured extensively in both Europe 

and America. In 1948, he founded the Jung Institute for the 

teaching and perpetuating- of his system of "Complex Psycholo y". 

Important works of Jung are? Psycholo-leal Types. The Psychology 

of the. Unconscious, and Contributions to Analytical Psycholo -:y.

C. Alfred Adler, born In 1870, at Vienna, studied 

medicine and practiced for a time as an eye specialist and 

Inter as a psychiatrist. He joined the Freudian school but 

withdrew about 1912 to found his own school. He felt that 

Freud over stressed the sexual motives of human thought and 

behavior and underestimated man's striving for superiority 

.and power.

It is not sure that Adler drew all his ideas from
I I : ' ' I :; / *'a7,-v ’ "$•

Freudia: Psychoanalysis. His -association with the Freudian 

school was only temporary, and after he left it, he retained 

very few of its theories Intact,

Adler, In his "Individual Psychology" as it came 

to be known, drew his theories on society from F. Tonnles,

i a popular sociologist of the 18th century.
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It seerns that Adler was also Influenced by Darwin 

(in Origin of Species), for he talks of the various foras of 

the tendency to self-pre3ervation to some extent. The term 

"will to power” which Adler uses comes from Metzsche so there 

would also seem to be some influence on his part.

For the most part, Adlerians use terms of popular 

psychology which at the time have degrees of different meaning 

in the system of Individual Psychology. Thus, when Adler 

speaks of a "feeling", he usually means a rational act of 

so e sort, although he does not necessarily mean a free act.

Important and representative works of Adler Include: 

The Practice of Individual Ps.ycholo.--y. The Science of Living.

a.'-d pattern of Life.

In conclusion, we see that the Psychoanalytic school 

of psychology developed just as a method or technique for 

treating mental disorders, and only later became a philosophy. 

This school as e whole was influenced by the popular philosophy 

of the time, the development of which we indicated In Part 1.

We saw there how the problem of interaction of soul and body 

was treated from the very beginning of philosophy. We saw 

also how these various treatments of the subject on the 

philosophy affected modern psychology and philosophy as well. (2 ) 

Further, we can see that contemporary psychology is 

the source of much confusion and disorder in our time, which 

confusion carries over into education, morals, religion and 

even into economics and politics. This modern view of man,

(P) Vander Veldt and Odenwald, op. cit. P. 142
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brought about by the divorce of psychology from philosophy and 

its marriage to science, brings nan to the state of mere 

animal. Man has been equated to the limited devices of the 

labor* tory and clinic. (3)

It is true, we must not condemn all of psychology 

because of the errors of a few, but when these errors become 

the bn sis for a whole philosphy of life, then condemnstion 

is necessary.

Modern psychology, and in particular Psychoanalysis, 

has done much good in the line of therapatics, treatment and 

investigation, but they have done much harm by overstepping 

their clinical bounds to become a total philosophy* (4)

As we have seen in Part 1, the cause for the ma

terialistic tone of m o d e m  psychology has its roots in the 

philosophy from Decarte3 time. This fact will become more 

evident as we proceed. What we here propose is to show that 

the philosophy of Psychoanalysis is not a whole outlook on 

:ar nor is it the beat philosphy just because it Is the nev.est* 

Thomistic philosophy and in particular, Thomistlc psychology 

still is the best and most complete outlook on man as we have 

shown in ?art 2.

We do not intend to throw out modern advances nor 

to condemn modern methods in the field of experimental and 

abnormal psychology. We do hold, however, that research

(3) Ayrc?, 0. A., op. clt. P. 291

(4) Allcro, ., op. clt. P. 80.



could be more intelligently carried out if guided by true 

principles, and its conclusions would be more Intelli'ible 

if they were Interpreted by an adequate, universal outlook 

o man.

"The philosopher makes his contribution by de- 

fl.l ' the essence of man, distinguishing his powers, 

analyzing the nature underlying his habits and acts; the 

scientist mnkes hie contributions by investigating the pheno

menal co-relations a ong human operations and discovering 

these by the material and accidental determinants of his 

habits and powers". (5 )

__________________________ s

(5) Adler, K. J., op. clt* P. XI.
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(1) V. 3. Smith, Idea Men of Today. Bruce, 1950.

(?) Vai.derVeldt and Odenwald, Psychiatry ar.d u■ •-lie''.... 
McGraw-Hill, Inc., Kew York, 1952.

(3) J. A. Ayrd, An Introductory Manual of Psycholorry,
.',c. alien Co., Kew York, as quoted by Anable, R. J., 
Philosophical Psychology. McMullen Co. Inc,, 1941.

(4) R. Allers, The Kew Psychologies, Sheed and Ward, i.ew 
York, 1933.

(5) M. J. Adler, Introduction, Thoirdsfclc Psycholo ,v. 
Brennan, R. £., Mnealllan. Co., New York, 1941
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Part 4.

Evaluation of Psychoanalysis

Among the general public of today there is a 

tendency to associate psychiatry entirely with Freudion 

Psychoanalysis, This tendency is obviously erroneous. 

Freudion Psychoanalysis and Psychoanalysis in general, is 

but a mere phase, important though it may he, of psychiatry. 

Included in this tendency is the fact that much of the dis

like for Psychoanalysis Is carried over to psychiatry as a 

whole*

Psychiatry is that branch of medicine that is 

concerned with the discovery and treatment of mental dis

turbances. People who are mentally disturbed are just as 

surely sick as those who suffer from cancer, heart diseases 

or the common cold* Mental disorders range from a full 

psychosis, which generally demands that the patient be con

fined to an Institution of some sort, to partial disturbances 

of the mind, usually called psychoneurosis, which can be, 

and most usually are, treated by the private practitioner*

The purpose of psychiatry is an attempt on the part of the 

physician to heal an upset or distracted mind, or to help 

a person over a trying emotional experience which could or 

already has caused certain psychic and/or physical disorders. 

There is nothing mysterious or ma 'leal about psychiatry, It 

is every bit as scientific as the healing of body disorders. 

Psychiatry is as old as the human race and Mls perhaps most 

simply exemplified by the picture of a loving father holding

n  '
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and comforting his sobbing- child", (1 )

Freudian Psychoanalysis be' an with Freud's attempts 

to discover the causes of mental disorders. He, as we have 

stated, be*Tan at first to use hypnotism as a method of dis

covering their causes, then as he saw the limitations of 

this method, developed what is called Psychoanalysis, or 

depth psychology. As far as his method goes It has done 

much ;ood and has given his contemporaries and later psy

chiatrists grounds for further development in the discovery, 

treatment, and cure of mental sickness. Freud's failure 

lies in his attempt to form a whole philosophy of life 

based on materialistic premises, (2 )

Freud’s system of psycholo y is based on sensistic 

principles, which, of themselves, include a denial of an in

corporal and subsistent soul or mind. He Interprets the 

hi her intellectual processes as emergences from the id,

(the source instinctive striving). A theory of this sort 

brings the highest levels of human achievement down to the 

dimensions of the material, Freud may be classified as a 

biolo leal determlnist. That is, ,he proposes the absolute 

rule of animal impulses in all human conduct. But we hold, 

on the principles laid down in Part 2, that animal Instincts 

do not represent the whole or even essential picture of 

man’s operations; and the laws that govern his lower powers,

(1) Vander Veldt and Odenwald, op. clt. P, 141 ff.

(2) Moore, T. V., op. clt. P. 253«
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dependent on matter, are not the same as those which govern 

his hi-her powers, not dependent upon matter.

As a materialist, Freud is forced to deny the free- 

d o -1 of the will, since matter and reason or particulars and 

universals are mutually exclusive. There Is no human liberty 

because there is no intellectual apprehension of good on 

which to base it,

Jung, is forced to the same conclusion or. the free

dom of the will. Although Jung adopts a different stand on 

the concept of the libido, he still makes will no more than 

instinct or a blind drive, he objects, however, to the 

supremacy of the libido,

Adler's rjositlon on the freedom of the will is 

si dlar to Freud’s and Jung’s, but the reasons ire some

what different. For Adler, the basic driving fpree of human 

nature is not the libido, but the will to power 

to power is not will in the Thomistic sense of

appetite but again a blind drive on instinct, Apler also
• . ' - V t

stresses the fact that the libido or will to power is not
-• . I - i .

supreme,

Now, the position of Aquinas is midway between the 

extremes of indeterminism and determinism. The will Is a 

rational appetite, that is, it is moved by the knowledge 

of the intellect, Man has some notion of good in general, 

such a notion is abstract and universal, it cannot be re

stricted to here and now, or determined to any one thing,  ̂

Thus, man is always able to compare the particular good,

This ‘’will” 

a rational
.
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v/hlch ia presented, with his universal concept of goodnec?* 

The Judgement of the intellect then, must be indifferent in 

regard to such goods. Thus, Psychoanalysis^ ignores the 

freedom of the will and in doing so fails to have a com

plete picture of man*

Habit, for the Freudian, is part of the instinct 

only larger in concept; and like instinct, ia determinate 

and compulsory in character.

Jung's position on habit is not clear, however, 

we can see a difference between his position and Freud's. 

While Freud’s philosophy is mechanistic, Jur 's is finalis- 

tlc; thus habit for Jung would be more than blind instinct, 

and would include some knowledge of the purpose it serves.

For Aquinas, habit is essentially a product of 

reason. Habit is found in man alone, for man alone needs 

habit, since nature has provided, from the beginning* the 

determinate paths along which the powers of the animal and 

plant should operate. Because man's soul is 1 -material, 

his Intellect and will cannot be determined by particular 

objects in the way that the powers of plants and animals 

are. The function of the habit is to compensate for this 

lack of determination* Thus, due to the basic aiscon

ception of the powers of man, they fail to see the true role 

that habit plays in the everyday life of man.

The basis of Psychoanalysis is the existence of 

the unconscious. The problem of the unconscious is not 

whether there exists a body of unconscious dispositions in
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the mind, but whether these unconscious elements can be 

active in such a way as to influence conscious behavior.

For Freud, these unconscious elements are the sole rule of 

behavior,

Freud, In postulating the unconscious the sole 

rule of behavior is guilty of reduction. Thst is, vrhile an 

unconscious state does effect our conscious behavior some

times and to some extent, they are not the sole causes of 

conscious behavior sometimes and to some extent, they are 

not the sole causes of conscious behavior. Man is a rational 

beln-, as we have shown, and reasons to decide his behavior 

at least some of the time. There are many other factors 

also influencing our behavior besides the unconscious animal 

instinct as ?reud would propose. Hot least among these are; 

education, simple choice (free will), obedience and so on. {3)

Jung and Adler would agree, to a certain extent, 

with the Thomlstic concept of the unconscious but only in 

so f ■ r that they say that it is not the sole rule of behavior. 

They depart from the Thoalstic concept of the unconsclous to 

some extent also In that they hold that is is s material or 

biological thing and not a part of the mind, a spiritual 

faculty.

Also, basic to Psychoanalysis is the principle 

that there is constant conflict among various sets of forces, 

which Freud calls "repression", "resistance", and "trans-

_______________________________

(3) Allers, R., op. clt. PP. 52-79.
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ference". The repression is that which has been forced into 

the unconscious, resistance is the force preventin ; the repress

ed from becoiBing conscious, transference is the breaking down 

of the resistance bo the unconscious can b© known.

This constant conflict that Freud speaks of is not 

an essential part of mental life. As we have seen, the powers 

of the soul, intellect and will, work in harmony. True, there 

are times when we do have a conflict within ourselves, but 

this happens only when we act contrary to our reason or when 

we do so'settling which we later realise was wrong. This con

flict is most often solved and Is not a- constant and un- 

avoidable as Freud would hold*

The third principle of Psychoanalysis is the doffi* 

in"tin- Influence of sexuality in infants. Freud considered
-

this influence to be most important and tau~ht that it had 

an extensive effect on later life* He believed also, that 

It had far-reaching influence in literature, art and religion* 

Further, according to Freud, there is a fundamental 

ur<re or striving for a j-oal, this goal being saturated with 

sex, This sex saturated urge he originally called libido, 

and later called the Id, This sex urge Includes, for Freud, 

a host of feelings not ordinarily connected with oex, but 

affiliated with the pleasure principle.

This third principle of Freud's is a complete re

duction of the manifold factors of the mental life, Freud 

disregards all the other determlnents which go into the'
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making of man*s various actions. A ain there is so e element 

of truth in what he says, but his error is the fact that he 

makes infantile sexuality the sole factor of later mental 

conflicts. (4)

iiince Freud saw that changes in the libido must be 

produced by something he adopted, some new teras to explain 

these changes to the force that seemed to Impede the entry 

of the unconscious contents into the conscious, Freuc at 

first ave the name "censor". He later divided the psyche 

into three departments, the "id", the"e:-o", and the "super- 

e o", each of which Influences the others. The "id" is the 

sum of innate, instinctive strivings, mostly llbidlnal In 

nature; it is the primary reserve of energy, motivating
i •

the individual to "do what he wants, when he wants". The 

"e-o" is the conscious part of the psyche, the source of 

conscious thoughts, feelings, and voluntary movements. The 

"supere o" is the new name for what Freud or finally called 

"censor". The "superego" is the watchman of morality, the 

subjective moral norm. (5)

The diversity of the Psychoanalytic schools can be 

seen be^t by the various stands taken on different domina

ting Influences, It was because of these that Jun~ and 

Adler broke off from Freud, but the substitues made for the

(4) Anable, R. J., op. cit., P. P. 299-302.

(5) Vender Veldt and Odenwald, op. cit. P. 118-9.



sex drive were not much better than the original concept.

Jung's "complexes" of inferiority and superiority replaced 

the sex libido but still were only material urges or instincts. 

Adler postulated the will to power to replace the sex instinct 

but again it was but an Instinct.

Freud postulated religion as nothing but an escape 

from conflict or in other words, a projection of the "Father 

Image". Religious people opposed the Freudism concept of 

reli ion and many, turned to Jung and Adler because they are 

more favorable to religion. Freud had always emphasized, 

almost to exclusion of everything else, the need for analysiB 

into the past as the basic means of psychiatric treatment.

Juris' tends to give more weight to present difficulties and 

the need for a synthesis on the part of the Individual. He 

reco nizeci rell ion as one means of providing such unity and 

meaning to a person's life. Religion, therefore, played a 

more important part in the theraputlc system of Jung than 

it did in Freud’s, still It was regarded as only an Instru

mental cause. Adler also must be given credit for helping 

to reconcile psychiatry and religion. His emphasis on indi

vidual aims and goals as a means to understand the indivi

dual at least leaves room for religious motivations. Rudolf 

Allers, baptized and Interpreted Adler's system In his work 

The Psychology of Character, making it acceptable and bene

ficial to the religious person.

(6) A price op. cit. P.P. 192-196.
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The brief outline of Freud*s explanation of mental 

disorder, ;lven above, jives a -enera1 idea of Freud's posi

tion in relation to Thomlstic Psychology. We see that Freud 

attempts to explain all human activity on a purely materialis

tic basis. From this, we can see several important facts;

1. Although Freud claimed Psychoanalysis was 

only a method of investigating the unconscious, he pre

supposed fundamental psychological and philosophical con

cepts we carmot accept. Among these are his?

a. Biological determinism.

b. Gross materialism.

c. Fallacy of reduction or over-simplification.

2. If Freud’s psychological and philosophical 

postulates are acceptable, then we must accept the con

clusions he draws logically from them. Vse obviously cannot 

accept Freud’s philosophical and psychological assumptions 

and remain in harmony with the principles laid down in Part 

2.
In this brief criticism of Psychoanalysis, we have 

attempted to show some principal points of difference with 

Thomlstic Psychology, These are by no means all the points 

of divergence nor have we attested to go into the merit of 

the system as a therapeutic method* This would involve a 

work of much -reater size and the material is already well 

covered in such works as Aller's Kew Psycholo~les, and The 

'iucces^ful ^rror, ioore's Dynamic Paycholo -y. Dalbiea's 

P sy c ho ana11tic a1 . .ethod and The Doctrine of Freud, and
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Kuttln*s Psychoanalysis aii5 Personality.

In conclusion, we can see that Freudian Psycho

analysis actually Involves three things, (a) Psychoanalysis 

Is a method of diagnosis and treatment of mental disease,

(b) Psychoanalysis is a form of theoretical scientific 

psychology, sometimes called "depth psychology", or one of 

the types of "dynamic psychology", and In this aspect, belongs 

Ir the realm of experimental psycholo y, (c) Psychoanalysis 

as a philosophy of life when it denies the right of other 

philosophies to postulate theories and to form conclusions 

about man. It sets itself up as giving the ultimate and 

final explanation of man in all of his activities.

It is In this third sense that we attack Psycho

analysis for it opposes our principles as laid down in Part 2. 

Psychoanalytic Philosophy strongly opposes sensatlonlsm and 

associationism as well as all forms of radical Immaterial!sm, 

to which we must adhere in order to remain in harmony with 

the principles we have mentioned.

In the psychoanalytic concept, sensory appetency, 

iapulse or desire, Is more basic than sensation or any other 

for i of knowledge. We can see how this concept of appetency 

differs within the Psychoanalytic school Itself.

Appetency, the driving force of Freudian Psychology 

Is modified by sensation memory and reason. This reason, for 

Freud, is the "censor" or "super-ego" as we have mentioned.

Reasoning for Freud is what the Thomist calls 

"Rationalization" or the practice of attributing to ones



actions reasonable motives, when In fact they flow from desire 

and biological drives the libido, etc,

\le see then Psychoanalyeia as a philosophy has 

failed ox several important points. First of all and most 

basic 1 s its denial of the Intellect's power to have objective 

knowledge and from this other errors follow. Secondly, it 

postulates a subjective noraa for moral standards. Thirdly, 

it has destroyed man's unity through the apparatus of the 

"censor”, Id,"super-e^o", etc.

A3
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Part 5* Summary and Conclusion

Vie have attempted to show In this work that modern 

psychology and psychiatry In particular has been influenced 

by our opponents to such an extent that the two, modern 

psychology »8 a part of philosophy and Psychoanalysis, tend 

to be Identified with one another. We have attempted also 

to slow that this identification Is In wrong: on the basis 

of ovor-slmpllflcation*

By tracing the problem of Interaction of mind and 

body from the beginnings of Philosophy, we have attempted to 

show how the problem came to be In modern psycholo y with its 

various ramifications. We saw that the problem is as old as 

philosophy itself, arid will continue to be unless a proper 

outlook on a . ' life is taken. In Part 2 of our work, 

we have attempted to show what this proper outlook, this proper 

psychology should be. The definitions and explanations given 

have been proven by aany -areat thinkers from Aristotle to 'Thomas 

and by the test of time and refuted attack.

Further, we attempted to show the sources of our 

opponents errors. In this section, we tried also to ~lve a 

brief Insight into our opponents stands and some aspects of the 

problem of Interaction of astnd and body. Finally, we attempted 

to show our opponents chief points of departure from what we 

held to be a true outlook on the problem. The work is ad

mittedly brief and somewhat sketchy, but we hope it will be 

of some use to the foreground for further discussion and 

evaluation.
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